
Establishing Identity Without Certi�cation Authorities�Carl M. EllisonyCyberCash, Inc.July 20, 1996IntroductionWithout a KMI1 of trusted certi�cate au-thorities, users cannot know with whomthey are dealing on the network....[3]It is commonly assumed that if one wants to besure a public key belongs to the person he hopes itdoes, he must use an identity certi�cate issued bya trusted Certi�cation Authority (CA). The thesisof this paper is that a traditional identity certi�cateis neither necessary nor su�cient for this purpose.It is especially useless if the two parties concerneddid not have the foresight to obtain such certi�catesbefore desiring to open a secure channel.There are many methods for establishing iden-tity without using certi�cates from trusted certi�-cation authorities. The relationship between veri�erand subject guides the choice of method. Many ofthese relationships have easy, straight-forward meth-ods for binding a public key to an identity, using abroadcast channel or 1:1 meetings, but one relation-ship makes it especially di�cult. That relationshipis one with an old friend with whom you had losttouch but who appears now to be available on thenet. You make contact and share a few exchangeswhich suggest to you that this is, indeed, your oldfriend. Then you want to form a secure channelin order to carry on a more extensive conversationin private. This case is subject to the man-in-the-middle attack. For this case, a protocol is presentedwhich binds a pair of identities to a pair of pub-lic keys without using any certi�cates issued by atrusted CA.The apparent direct conict between conventionalwisdom and the thesis of this paper lies in the de�-nition of the word \identity" { a word which is com-monly left unde�ned in discussions of certi�cation.yE-mail: cme@cybercash.com1Key Management Infrastructure { a hierarchy of Certi�-cation Authorities

IdentityTo some people, an \identity" is just a name. Toothers, it is the data needed to allow one to trackdown, arrest and punish the violator of a contractor the passer of a bad check. In the case of an oldfriend who shows up on the net, \identity" closelyfollows the dictionary de�nition:Identity: 2a. the distinguishing characteror personality of an individual.[7]To the person verifying the identity of an oldfriend, that other person's identity is a body of mem-ories: an internal representation of the distinguish-ing character or personality of an entity, as the ver-i�er has come to know that entity through the rela-tionship between them. That body of memories islabeled by a name but the name is not an identity.It is a label for one. It is also neither unique norglobal2.Each human being is forced to name people inorder to think about them. However, people typi-cally use short internal names, of the form: \IBM",\CyberCash", \Rocky", \Alan", \Zorak", \Lolly",\Red", etc. To the person using such a name, thename is unique. To that person, no other quali�ca-tion is required. However, only the �rst two comeeven close to being likely to specify the same en-tity to everyone else. Even in those cases there isno guarantee. Unlikely though this might be, therecould be an \Idaho Boiler Mechanics, Inc." of specialimportance to someone. It is also possible for some-one to change his or her name completely { perhapsto start a new life and discard psychological bag-gage. The identity of that person does not changebut his or her generally recognized name does whilesomeone's internal name for that person may or maynot change accordingly.2One recent attempt to deal with this fact of life can befound in the SDSI[4] proposal of Rivest and Lampson.1



Identity Certi�catesThe word \certi�cate" has been used so long to mean\identity certi�cate" that many people in the �eld ofcryptography �nd it di�cult to consider any otherkind. For the purpose of this discussion, let us startwith two de�nitions:De�nition 1 (Certi�cate) A certi�cate is a digi-tally signed, structured message which delegates anattribute of some form to a public key.De�nition 2 (Identity Certi�cate) An identitycerti�cate is a certi�cate which binds the name ofan entity to a public key. Its putative meaning is todelegate all the attributes of the named entity to thepublic key.The attributes most commonly considered aretrust and authority. Those words, too, are fre-quently used without de�nition when they shouldbe de�ned, but for the purpose of this paper, eachde�nition applies equally.There are two commonly used examples of identitycerti�cate at this time: X.509 and PGP.X.509X.509 certi�cates grew out of the X.500 globaldatabase design. Under X.500 all entities in theworld (not just people) would have unique names,called Distinguished Names (DNs). These names areorganized in a hierarchy, so that the name space canbe distributed both for storage and for management.Given a global, unique name for every entity onthe planet, when one wanted to bind a public key toan entity, what better than use that unique name?X.509 was the result.There are some problems with X.509. Two arerelevant to this paper. The �rst is that X.500 hasnever been deployed worldwide and is likely never tobe. The second is that even if some large corporationwere to deploy X.500 internally and generate X.509certi�cates using those DNs3, it would make thoseDNs unique by addition of information of relevanceto the corporation, such as operational unit, build-ing name or mail stop. Such a unique name is notadequate to disambiguate a common name from thepoint of view of all possible users of the certi�cate.That is, Alice may have an old friend, Bob Jones,at IBM but have no idea of his mail stop, building3Some organizationsmay build an X.500 name space solelyfor the purpose of creating X.509 certi�cates rather thanfor X.500's original purpose of providing a global directoryservice.

name or operational unit. Although she has a fullytrusted identity certi�cate from IBM for each em-ployed Bob Jones, she can not trust any of them tobe her friend. Therefore, the certi�cate has failed inits task of binding identity to a public key.PGPPGP, actively shunning the rigid hierarchy of X.509,permits each user to \certify" a binding betweena public key and a UserID. By convention, theUserID consists of a commonname and an e-mail ad-dress. The e-mail address serves to make the UserIDunique, just as the X.509 DN is made unique.The PGP UserID has one advantage over an X.509DN, in that an e-mail address is an element of acurrently deployed global name space. However,PGP key signatures have a disadvantage comparedto X.509 certi�cates in that the person signing thekey is not necessarily either known or trusted. PGPattempts to compensate for that by allowing mul-tiple, presumably independent signatures to vote abinding into validity.Other Certi�catesThere are some certi�cates which are sometimes con-sidered to be identity certi�cates, possibly becausethe word \certi�cate" has traditionally been takento imply an identity binding.Driver's license analogyIt is common practice for a merchant accepting apaper check to ask for a driver's license for identi�-cation and to write the license number on the check.A driver's license is a physical certi�cate: an instru-ment, issued by a large, trusted organization, whichbinds a person's picture and physical description tohis signature. That binding is relatively loose, how-ever. The Maryland driver's license, for example,uses a digitized signature written on a data tabletwhich is di�cult to compare to a normally writtensignature.In the digital world, this would be a certi�catewhich binds an image, birth date, height, weight andgender to a signature key. Such a certi�cate wouldbe of value not only for giving meaningful evidenceof identity but also for on-line dating services. Itwould have to be issued by a trusted third party {one trusted not to lie to the veri�er of the certi�cate.There is another binding provided by a driver'slicense. The Department of Motor Vehicles is sureto keep track of licensed drivers. In the event that2



a check is returned because of insu�cient funds andthe person passing it fails to respond to appeals torectify the situation, the merchant can hope to em-ploy the DMV's database to track down the personand institute legal action against him or her.This kind of certi�cate also needs to be issued bya trusted third party. Speci�cally, that party needsto attest to the ability to locate a person in the eventof criminal behavior.Neither of these certi�cates is properly an identitycerti�cate4. Neither needs to include a person's truename, for example. A certi�cate with a picture anddata about a person could be issued by a dating ser-vice and have only a nickname and 1-900 telephonenumber to identify the person. A certi�cate attest-ing to the ability to �nd a person in case of misdeedcould have only a serial number, to be used by thetracking service after it has been paid its fee.Certi�cates for electronic commerceOne can perform electronic commerce without iden-tity certi�cates at all. Certi�cates are needed butthey are needed only to grant authority to a signa-ture key to spend money from a given account. Forexample, the SET5 certi�cate binds an account num-ber to a signature key. Any card-holder name whichmight also be in the certi�cate is of no importancein the process of deciding whether to honor a givenpurchase request.Speci�cally, if someone accepts a paper check, thatcheck has a printed name and address as well as asignature and amount. The person depositing thecheck does not care about either the name or sig-nature. He cares only about whether his bank ac-count is augmented by the amount of the check. Theperson's bank (the accepting bank) cares only aboutwhether the issuing bank transfers funds in returnfor the check. Both care that there is a signature,but neither can verify it. The issuing bank checksthe signature and checks that there is money in theindicated account but it, too, ignores the name andaddress printed on the check.In cyberspace, the same applies { with the excep-tion that the person accepting an electronic check isable to determine whether the signer of the check isauthorized by the issuing bank { given the propercerti�cates. There is still some trust involved thatthe indicated account has funds, but there is always4The picture certi�cate could be of use in binding iden-tity of an old friend unless that friend is old enough to havebecome unrecognizable.5Secure ElectronicTransactions { a standard for electroniccommerce being developed jointly by VISA and MasterCard

that issue unless one has on-line clearing. To de-termine validity of an electronic check, one needs toverify:� the digital signature on the check� a certi�cate from the issuing bank giving check-writing authority to the signature key� a certi�cate from the accepting bank, acknowl-edging the issuing bank's signature key as be-longing to a bank with which it deals (or morelikely a chain of certi�cates through variousclearing houses)� a certi�cate issued by the person accepting thecheck (the ultimate authority) verifying the ac-cepting bank's key. That certi�cate would begenerated when the person opened his electronicchecking account.In none of those certi�cates does a name or othergenerally recognized mark of identity appear { al-though each party may �le the certi�cate under alocal name.Local and global namesThe internal name each human is forced to use inorder to think about a person can be thought of as alocal name, as opposed to a global name in the formof an X.500 DN or a fully quali�ed Internet e-mailaddress. Even the DN in an X.509 certi�cate can bethought of as a name local to the CA which issuedthe certi�cate.Local names { nicknames { are both unique andmeaningful, but only to the one owner of the localname space.For a (name,key) certi�cate actually to bind a keyto an identity, there needs to be a secure mappingfrom the name space of the issuer to that of the ver-i�er. Since the issuer and veri�er are free to changetheir name spaces at will, the two should be linkedfor periodic update. The simplest way to achievethat linked mapping is for the issuer and the veri-�er to be the same person. If the veri�er makes hisown certi�cates, he can use his own choice of namesin those certi�cates. However, that requires him toassure himself of the validity of the binding withoutrelying on certi�cates from a third party.The preferred means for performing that veri�ca-tion depends on the relationship between the subjectand the veri�er.3



RelationshipsA veri�er can issue his own certi�cate for someone'spublic key, binding the key to the veri�er's name forthat person, in one of a number of ways, dependingon the relationship between the two parties: per-sonal contact; major corporation; network acquain-tance; stranger; or old friend, out of touch.Throughout this section, it must be kept in mindthat the certi�cates being issued are for the veri-�er's use only. The names involved are the veri-�er's own nicknames assigned to the correspondingentities. This certi�cate structure can be extendedthrough SDSI[4] to a�ect other people, but underno circumstances are the certi�cates mentioned herepretending to deal in universal, global names. Tothe contrary, it is clear that there is no such thingas a universal, global name space with names mean-ingful to all possible users and there never will be.There are too many names for one human being toremember and attach meaning to each one of them.Personal contactIf the two parties are in personal contact periodi-cally, they can exchange their public keys in person(or alternatively, they can exchange secure hashesof their keys). There are three variants of this ex-change, however, and the certi�cate veri�er needs tokeep them in mind and note which form of exchangewas employed for a given certi�cate:� Alice gives her key to BobBob is sure Alice claims to own the key he isabout to build into a certi�cate. As long as thatkey is used only for con�dentiality, Alice wouldgain nothing by lying about ownership of thekey. Similarly, if the key is for signatures butthe only thing being signed is a key exchangefor con�dentiality, Alice would have no reasonto lie.However, if the key were used to sign lab note-books, later to be used in patent applications,for example, Alice might have a reason to claimownership of a key she can not actually use.� Alice gives her key to Bob; Bob gives achallenge to AliceThis variant can take place over an extended pe-riod of time. During the personal meeting, Bobgives a challenge value to Alice to take homeand process. Later, Bob receives an electroniccommunication from Alice completing her halfof the protocol. Bob gains all the assurance in

this case which he received in the previous butholds o� generating a certi�cate until Alice re-sponds correctly to the challenge.If Alice's is a signature key, Alice demonstratesthe ability to sign the random challenge whichhad been given to her in the clear. If Alice's is acon�dentiality key, Bob hands Alice a messagewith the random challenge encrypted under herkey and generates a certi�cate only after Alicereturns that challenge value.In this variant, Bob is assured that Alice hasaccess to the private key, although that accessmight be by duping the true owner of the keyinto acting as an oracle for Alice.� Alice gives her key to Bob; Bob witnessesAlice's processing of his challengeIn this case, Bob is assured of everything theprevious variant assured him and also knowsthat Alice is in true possession of the privatekey. For the truly paranoid, Alice can be sentinto a sealed room to perform the signature ordecryption of the challenge.These personal exchanges are appropriate not onlyfor employee/employer relationships where the em-ployer might run a traditional CA but also for in-dividual acquaintances and relatives. The personalmeeting can be in the esh or it could be by tele-phone or video conference, depending on the extentto which the veri�er trusts those connections.Major corporationA major corporation or other entity with access tobroadcast media (radio, TV, satellite, newspaper,magazine) which is di�cult or impossible to inter-cept and modify, can publish its key in an adver-tisement, binding it to the corporate name. A ver-i�er can trust this binding to a certain extent onthe assumption that the corporation will perform arandom sampling of the broadcast and detect anytampering. This has little value however if the veri-�er is being targeted speci�cally for spoo�ng6.For this relationship, a traditional certi�cate hier-archy provides a bene�t. However, if a veri�er is be-ing targeted, the attacker can presumably substitutea root certi�cate and certi�cate chain. Anyone want-ing to provide substantial assurance via certi�catehierarchies in this case needs to assure the deliveryof the correct root key to every individual veri�er.6Even a radio or TV broadcast can not be trusted totally,as the old \Mission Impossible" television series was fond ofpointing out.4



Fortezza/Tessera provides that assurance by stor-ing the root key at time of card programming andprohibiting later modi�cation of that key.A less heavily structured option is to gather somekeys for yourself in person, by visiting the compa-nies in question, and then passing your knowledgearound to your friends, in the manner of the PGPweb of trust, assuming of course that SDSI[4] nam-ing is employed.Network acquaintancePerhaps the easiest person for whom one can gen-erate a certi�cate is a network acquaintance. Alicehas never met Bob in person and likely never will.She got to know him via the network { exchanginge-mail or, someday, digital voice or video.Provided all of these exchanges were digitallysigned in the same key (or encrypted under the samecon�dentiality key), Alice can immediately generatea certi�cate tying her name for Bob to that key. Infact, she can generate that certi�cate the �rst timeshe encounters the key.This requires no mathematics. It relies on thede�nition of \identity".A public key is a surrogate presence in cyberspacefor some entity in physical space. It acts directly incyberspace, just as the associated entity can act inphysical space.The public key is bound tightly to the physi-cal space entity, assuming that the latter maintainsphysical possession of the associated private key andsole knowledge of the pass phrase under which it isencrypted. Once there are devices which activelymonitor living contact with the proper thumb, forexample, instead of merely accepting a pass phraseor PIN, the bond between key and person will beeven stronger.If the bond between key and person is broken,no layer of certi�cates will strengthen it. On thecontrary, in this case certi�cates merely provide afalse sense of security to the veri�er.Alice can therefore generate an immediate local-name certi�cate for this person. She can not testifyto that person's global name. She can not knoweven if he's a dog, much less what gender. However,to the extent that she knows a person, she knowsthe cyberspace surrogate for that person and in cy-berspace, the person's key is the �nal authority.This comes back to the word \identity". Alice'stotal knowledge of Bob { and therefore Bob's totalidentity, from Alice's point of view { is derived fromdigital communications strongly tied to a public key.That key is therefore tied more strongly to this per-

son's identity (personality; operation of his mind)than would be a key presented by someone in theesh.Alice can issue her certi�cate for Bob even beforereading Bob's �rst signed message. She can gen-erate that certi�cate and choose her own nicknamefor this new person at will. The real person is yetto reveal himself but even with no information, ev-erything Alice knows about Bob (namely an as-yetunread message) is digitally signed in the same keyand Bob's total personality is still bound to that key,from Alice's point of view.StrangerA stranger provides perhaps the biggest challengeto the thesis that no global identity certi�cates areneeded. There is not even any shared knowledgewith which to perform one of the protocols givenbelow and build a local identity certi�cate.On the other hand, as the network acquaintanceexample showed, this might be the easiest case. Ifsomeone is a total stranger, then there is no pre-sumed relationship and therefore no trust and there-fore nothing to risk by binding his key to a still-meaningless nickname. All trust of a network ac-quaintance will be acquired over time through digi-tally signed interactions so the veri�er has assurancethat all these interactions came from the same per-son.Let us di�erentiate the stranger case from the net-work acquaintance arti�cially. Let us assume thatwe need to extend some trust to this stranger with-out building a relationship �rst. The stranger mightbe a shopper, wanting to spend digitally signedchecks on our web site. The stranger might wantto gain FTP or telnet access to an ISP's computer.The stranger might want physical access to an elec-tronically controlled door.In all of these cases, what is needed by the veri�eris not an identity certi�cate. The person being cer-ti�ed is by de�nition a stranger and therefore his orher identity is meaningless to the veri�er. Rather,what the veri�er needs is an authorization certi�-cate: a certi�cate which authorizes the holder of akey (therefore, authorizes the key) to spend moneyfrom a given bank or charge account, to get access toa given FTP server, etc. These certi�cates need tobe issued by an authority with the power to delegatethe authorization in question { a bank, a corpora-tion owning the FTP server, etc. However, theseare not identity certi�cates and this paper will leavethe issue of authorization certi�cates to be addressedelsewhere[2].5



Old friend, out of touchVarious protocols are presented later in this paperfor using shared knowledge between the two partiesinvolved mutually to verify each other's identity andbind those identities to their respective public keys.Because these depend on shared, common knowl-edge, each person is assured of binding a key to anidentity by the dictionary de�nition given earlier {that is, to a distinguishing character or personality.These protocols are complicated by the need to pre-vent various attacks, some due to the low entropyof individual pieces of shared common knowledge.This is especially a concern because the case of anold friend who shows up on the net is tailor-madefor the \man in the middle" attack.Man In The Middle AttackThe Man In The Middle attack assumes that thereare two people, Alice and Bob, who hope to estab-lish a secure communication channel. Sitting be-tween them and controlling the only physical com-munications channel connecting them is an activeeavesdropper, Mallet, who is capable not only of in-tercepting all tra�c but also of deleting, insertingand modifying messages en route.Alice and Bob try to establish a secure channel bysending an RSA public key to each other over thisinsecure channel or by engaging in an exponentialkey exchange protocol such as Di�e-Hellman.RSAUsing RSA, Alice and Bob each generate an RSAkey pair and each transmit their public key to theother. If there is no active eavesdropper, then allother eavesdroppers are foiled.1. A!: (Alice transmits) KA, Alice's public key2. B!: KB , Bob's public key3. !B: (Bob receives) KA4. !A: KBAt this point, Alice and Bob have each other'spublic keys and can use them for a normal securemail interchange. Alternatively, one of them cangenerate a key for a symmetric link-encrypting cryp-tosystem and transmit it to the other, after whichthey can use that key and have an open secure chan-nel.With the active eavesdropper, Mallet, in the chan-nel, the situation changes. Mallet generates two

RSA key pairs, with public keys KMA and KMB.Alice and Bob engage in the same protocol listedabove, or so they think, but in fact:1. A!: KA2. B!: KB3. !M: KA4. !M: KB5. M!B: (Mallet transmits to Bob) KMA6. M!A: KMB7. !B: KMA8. !A: KMBNow, Alice and Bob believe that they have eachother's RSA keys, but instead they have Mallet'sversions of each other's key. For all future tra�c,whether plaintext or a symmetric key, Mallet willintercept each message, decrypt it, possibly modifyit and re-encrypt it in the appropriate destinationkey. Alice and Bob are unaware of this interference,except possibly for performance anomalies.In other words, Mallet has created two securechannels, one between himself and Alice over whichhe impersonates Bob, and the other between him-self an Bob over which he impersonates Alice. Thisgeneral attack applies no matter what public key ex-change mechanism is employed.Di�e-HellmanUsing Di�e-Hellman, Alice and Bob determine anew secret quantity, allegedly known only to the twoof them. In the normal protocol:1. Alice and Bob agree to a large prime, p and agenerator g2. Alice generates a random, secret quantity, xA3. Bob generates a random, secret quantity, xB4. Alice computes yA = gxAmodp5. Bob computes yB = gxBmodp6. A!: yA7. B!: yB8. !B: yA9. !A: yB10. Alice computes z = yxAB modp6



11. Bob computes z = yxBA modpWith Mallet in control of the raw channel, how-ever, he gains access by forming two independent se-cure channels { one between himself and Alice andthe other between himself and Bob. He then trans-lates all messages between them, modifying some asnecessary. For example, Alice and Bob may try toverify security of the channel by transmitting the re-sulting z or a secure hash of it to each other. Malletwould need to modify the content of such messages,in order to continue his deception7Protocol for Binding Identity to KeysLet there be Alice and Bob, old friends who want tocommunicate securely. They have only one channelbetween them and it is possible for Mallet to in-tercept and modify all messages between Alice andBob. Alice and Bob can perform the following pro-tocol in order to determine whether Mallet has cap-tured their secure channel. If they determine thathe has, then they record the shared secret knowl-edge which they had revealed to Mallet and markit as suspect. If they determine that the channel istruly secure, then the shared secret knowledge whichthey used to verify each other's identity and the se-curity of the channel can be reused in the future {and additional shared knowledge can pass betweenthem for possible future use.1. Alice generates a key pair and sends the publickey, KA, to Bob.2. Bob generates a key pair and sends the publickey, KB , to Alice.(a) If Mallet has captured the channel, he gen-erates keys and sends his keys on to Al-ice and Bob { sending Ka instead of KAto Bob, Kb instead of KB to Alice. Inthis case, Alice has keys (KA;Kb) whileBob has keys (Ka;KB). The allegedly se-cure channel they create with these keysincludes Mallet, able to read all tra�c andalso to modify it.(b) If Mallet is not present in the channel, thenAlice and Bob both have keys (KA;KB)and the secure channel they create withthose keys is private to them.7A secure telephone can present problems to Mallet in thisdesire. He would be forced to be able to imitate the voices ofthe participants if he wanted to change any messages. Assum-ing the parties involved knew each other's voices, this couldbe signi�cantly di�cult.

3. Alice and Bob engage in one or more rounds ofprotocol. Each round returns either "failure"or an entropy value, E. Further rounds are ex-ecuted until there are K failures or the sum ofreturned E values exceeds a security parameterS.4. If K rounds failed, the protocol failed. Aliceand Bob conclude that the channel may havebeen compromised by Mallet.5. If PE > S, the protocol succeeded. Alice andBob are assured that the probability that Mallethas captured the channel is less than 2�S .Once the channel has been veri�ed secure withAlice and Bob having proved to their own satisfac-tion that the other end of the channel holds theirold friend, a side e�ect of the protocol is that Aliceand Bob can issue personal identity certi�cates fortheir old friend's key { either the key used to createthe channel or a signature key exchanged over thatsecure channel.Protocol roundFor each round of the protocol, Alice and Bob usethe presumably secure channel they have set upwith the keys they exchanged. They could be cor-rect in assuming that channel to be secure and pri-vate to the two of them or there could be an ac-tive eavesdropper, Mallet, who has created two se-cure channels { one between himself and Alice andone between himself and Bob. Each protocol roundpresents a test to the person on the other end of theimmediate secure channel { either the desired partyor Mallet. The protocol uses interlock in order toattempt to insure that only the person on the end ofthe immediate secure channel can provide answers.Alice therefore tests either Mallet or Bob to deter-mine which one he is.Over the secure channel:1. Alice and Bob each formulate and transmit aquestion which only the other should be able toanswer, such as, \what was the �rst name ofthe woman you kept telling me about in June,1979?" RA and RB are Alice's and Bob's an-swers, respectively, to each other's questions.2. Alice and Bob each list the possible answers theother might give, accounting for spelling varia-tions. Alice forms the list Xi; 0 < i � I, of an-swers she would accept fromBob and Bob formsthe list Yj ; 0 < j � J , of answers he would ac-cept from Alice. (Each has presumably chosen7



a question designed to minimize the number ofacceptable answers.)3. Alice computes Ui = H(XijKAjK1) and TA =H(RAjK1jKA) where H() is a cryptographicallystrong hash and K1 is the key Alice believesbelongs to Bob.4. Bob computes Vj = H(YjjKB jK2) and TB =H(RBjK2jKB), where K2 is the key Bob be-lieves belongs to Alice.If there is no eavesdropper and if RB 2 fXigand if RA 2 fYjg, then TB 2 fUig and TA 2fVjg.If there is an eavesdropper who has replaced ei-ther KA or KB then the probability that TA 2fVjg is roughly J=2S, where S = min(jHj; jKj).Since jKj > jHj in common practice, this prob-ability becomes J2�jHj, for large jHj and smallJ , reecting the assumption that one is un-able to �nd a collision for a cryptographicallystrong hash function with probability greaterthan 2�jHj.5. Alice and Bob exchange answers TA and TB , us-ing an interlock protocol detailed below. If thereceived T 0A 2 fVjg and T 0B 2 fUig, then theround is considered successful. Otherwise, theround has failed. (Failure of the round mightbe detected in the middle of the interlock pro-tocol, in which case the interlock exchange isterminated early, depriving Mallet of informa-tion.)6. If the round succeeds, Alice computes the en-tropy, EA;i of answers Xi, given the transmittedquestion, and computesPA = IXi=1 2�EA;iand EA = � log2(PA), assuming I � 2EA .Bob computes EB similarly. Alice and Bobexchange their Ez values and each computesE = min(EA; EB). That value, E, is the nu-meric result of the successful round. The in-dividual entropy computation must be condi-tional on all demonstrated knowledge so far inthe protocol. That is, if Mallet has succeeded inguessing prior question/answer pairs, then thefact that the protocol continues gives him con-�rmation of his guess(es).The probability of a successful guess by Malletis, to a �rst order approximation, 2�E. Since

these entropies are computed conditional onprevious rounds, the sum, X, of E values fromall rounds so far gives the the probability of aneavesdropper's guessing the whole protocol sofar to be 2�X .Answer entropy magnitudeCommon-knowledge answers which are short enoughto type uniquely (or nearly so) include names of peo-ple as possibly the simplest class. One sample ofnames from the employee list of a medium size com-pany was analyzed to get an estimate of the entropyof such common knowledge answers. That analysisproduced the results in the table below:Items N log2(N ) EntropyPeople 2507 11.292Full names 2501 11.288 11.287Last names 2012 10.974 10.796First names 802 9.647 8.376Interlock protocolsIf Alice and Bob were merely to transmit Tx toeach other, Mallet would receive each. Since we aredealing with low entropy individual answers, Malletcould perform a dictionary attack, given Tx, and de-termine Rx. Given Rx, he could form the correctresponse, using keys he had provided to the otherparty, and allow the protocol to succeed.Rivest and Shamir designed and published an in-terlock protocol[5] to prevent such attacks. Insteadof transmitting the entire message, Alice and Bobeach transmit one half of the message8, waiting toreceive the �rst half before transmitting the secondhalf. Unfortunately, this works only when large en-tropy secrets are exchanged. If the answers are ofsmall entropy, as in our case, Mallet can do a dictio-nary attack based on half the message as easily ason the whole message.The interlock protocol can be blinded. TorbenPedersen[6] proposed one such scheme. If the se-cret is a, one chooses a high-entropy random u andcomputes x = gahu mod p where p is prime, g andh are generators of the group mod p, and logg(h)is unknown. The �rst exchange carries x while thesecond exchange carries (a; u).As a variant on Pedersen's interlock, one can usex = H(aju) where H() is a presumed one-way func-tion (e.g., a strong cryptographic hash).Bellovin and Merritt[1] have presented an attackon the Rivest and Shamir interlock protocol which8assuming the message is a single unit, such as a singleRSA encryption or a single hash function output block8



permits access to one side of the conversation and, ifshared secrets are re-used, eventually to both sides.That attack works as well for the Pedersen commit-ment mechanism.If communication is cheap compared to computa-tion, there is a variant of the interlock protocol whichis less vulnerable to the Bellovin and Merritt attack.Alice and Bob can release Tx to each other one bitat a time. Under this interlock protocol, once anaccumulating partial result no longer matches anyof the legal possible results, the protocol round isterminated in failure.Probability of guessing a roundUsing the basic Rivest-Shamir interlock protocol, itis possible for Mallet to perform a dictionary searchover all possible answers, compute the hash for eachand match half the resulting hash to the one re-ceived. The probability of collision, that two dif-ferent dictionary entries would result in the samehash value, is e�ectively 0 assuming E � jHj, sothat Mallet's probability of success is nearly 1.Using Torben Pedersen's interlock, a dictionaryattack is thwarted through blinding by the uniquerandom value, u. Mallet can still perform theBellovin and Merritt attack. Assume in the exam-ple below that of the two challenges o�ered, Bob's isthe easier for Mallet to guess and therefore has thelesser entropy.1. Alice generates uA at random to mask secret aAand computes xA = gaAhuAmodp2. Bob generates uB at random to mask secret aBand computes xB = gaBhuBmodp3. A!: xA4. B!: xB5. !M: xA6. !M: xB7. Mallet generates u0B at random to mask secreta0B (derived from his guess for Bob's answercombined with the keys Mallet has establishedwith Alice) and computes x0B = ga0Bhu0Bmodp8. M!A: x0B9. A!: (aA; uA)10. !M: (aA; uA)

11. Mallet performs a dictionary attack on aA inorder to learn the underlying secret and usesthat secret to form x0A to send on to Bob.12. Mallet and Bob �nish authenticating one an-other13. M!A: (a0B; u0B), which will be accepted by Al-ice with probability 2�EB where EB is the en-tropy of Bob's answer.If E = min(EA; EB), the probability of Mallet'ssuccess is 2�E using bit-at-a-time interlock, just asit was under the Pedersen interlock. That is, Malletchooses one of the two answers to guess and con-structs his reply accordingly. If he guesses correctly,then he can learn from that participant the full an-swer for the other participant { through a dictionaryattack on a. He will guess correctly with probabil-ity 2�E . Once he has the correct answer from oneparticipant, he can engage in the protocol with theother participant.However, should Mallet fail to guess correctly, theround will have failed and he will have learned only alimited number of bits of a legitimate answer. Thiswould ease his completion of the other side of theprotocol, but that round has failed and he has nopurpose for �nishing the other side. The note in theprevious section that this variant is less vulnerableto the Bellovin and Merrit attack refers to this re-duction of the information leakage to Mallet.Adjustments to entropyIt is envisioned that this protocol would be used onlyonce, when old friends meet on-line and share their�rst signature key. Assuming they were successfulin having a secure channel, they can rest assuredthat the small secrets they exchanged to verify oneanother's identity and the security of the channelremain their secrets.However, if they discover that the protocol failed,they must assume that Mallet has intercepted somenumber of secrets (or bits about secrets, if the bit-interlock protocol was used), and record the com-promise of those secrets, adjusting their entropy (to0, for cases where Mallet correctly guessed or ap-peared to guess; reduced by the number of releasedbits, for cases where Mallet failed). Those adjustedentropies must be used for any subsequent executionof this protocol.9
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